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The global economy is undergoing a digital transformation as well, 

and it’s happening at breakneck speed. Kosovo, as a small country 

with limited capacities to compete with large economies can benefit 

from digitalization process. In this edition of EIC newsletter we are 

bringing to our readers the opinion of Ardian Shehu, Business 

development director at ASSECO-SEE, a tech firm which received the 

prize “Impact Star” last year from Deloitte.



Mr. Ramajli, took over the lead of EIC board, a year ago, 
and in our second volume of the EIC newsletter, we are 
bringing to you his experience with EIC and challenges 
faced during pandemic COVID19. 

The second wave of coronavirus spread in Europe, 
inevitably is affecting businesses in Kosovo, in 
particular, those exporting to Europe. According to 
Visar Ramajli, the drop in demand from the EU market 
varies from 30% up to 60% and this puts businesses into 
an abyss, which could lead to bankruptcy. “This means 
for Kosovo a great loss,” he says.  

Visar Ramajli is a successful entrepreneur in Kosovo. He 
manages KIVO, a company that manufactures plastic 
bags, and with the qualitative work, his company has 
managed to export 100% of the production in to the EU 
market. The company is now number one exporter in 
Kosovo. 

Mr. Ramajli, you became the chairman of EIC board a 
year ago, how was this experience for you having in 
mind that EIC has under its umbrella over 20 large 
European businesses? 

He states that in coordination with other economic 
chambers in Kosovo (KCC, AmCham Kosovo, KDWV) 
they addressed concerns of companies, and together 
they became a strong voice of businesses. According 
to him at the beginning of the cris is,  these 
organizations have done a great job, but changes in 
the political structures interrupted their work, and now 
with new institutions established, they continued 
regular meetings. 

The damage caused by the pandemic is evident, and 
Mr. Ramajli says that some sectors were hit harder. “We 
can see that our members and businesses in general are 
struggling to survive, and the future will be much harder 
as the pandemic hasn’t reached its end,” he says. By 
weakening purchasing power turnovers have declined 
in all sectors with no exception. Therefore, Mr. Ramalji 
suggests that the state should give a hand to 
businesses. 

He criticizes the prolongation in approving the 
economic recovery package. Despite the fact that this 
document is not perfect, he believes that it can provide 
a great assistance for businesses. “I wonder how our 
lawmakers make political calculations, and act 
irresponsible towards the country and enterprises 
which are a backbone of the economy of the country, 

they are postponing indefinitely the aid for businesses,” 
says Ramajli, and in the name of EIC he invites political 
parties to find a political consensus that would help the 
country to overcome the recession. 

Which are the consequences of the second wave of 
coronavirus? 

“Since the moment I became the head of the board of 
EIC, it hasn’t been the best period, as the pandemic has 
caused many problems to our members and for the 
organization as well, making our work harder. All 
activities that included physical presence had to be 
canceled, including the regular EIC activities. 
Nevertheless, the council has played a crucial role 
during the pandemic, in addressing requirements and 
needs of our members towards the government,” says 
Mr. Ramajli. 

In the case of Kosovo, the impact is huge, having in 
consideration the fragile economy the country has. 

“If this trend continues, there will be employment 
shortage, and in worst cases companies will shut down, 
with no hope of returning to Kosovo. And this will 
become a burden for the national economy”–Visar 
Ramajli. 

The head of the board of EIC, recommends a new 
economic strategy for development in Kosovo, which 
would help the country in recovering and creating a 
sustainable development. “The moves taken by 
governmental institutions and other relevant actors for 
economic development, up until now didn’t have 
positive impact. From FDI perspective, Kosovo has the 
lowest percentage compared to others. At the same 
time, the structure of foreign investments neither 
creates long-term sustainability nor does it create 
stable jobs. From 2007, there were 3.2 billion Euros 
Foreign Direct Investments in Kosovo and 70% of these 
investments went to constructions. The negative trade 
balance needs to changes, says in the end of the 
interview, Visar Ramajli, the head of the board of EIC 
and an entrepreneur from Kosovo.

Digital transformation might be another stage but the 
information technology is largely affecting the 
economy and shaping it for the last 30 years and more. 
Smart phones, internet of thinks, social media, video 
streaming, etc, has all overwhelmingly raised the 
interaction of people and in business term “end 
customers” as well as a customer in general. It defined 
new ways for marketing and for executing business 
transactions. This is how digital transformation is 
explained by Mr. Ardian Shehu, Business development 
director, at ASSECO-SEE, a successful tech firm that 
operates in the South East Europe. 

Creating governmental stability after a marathon of 
election processes in the recent year could contribute to 
sustainable pol ic ies,  in  part icular  on digital 
transformation. Mr. Shehu expects that the new Prime 
Minister to come Mr. Albin Kurti, who has some relation 
to IT, from his student days, the industry might find an 
ally on him. “Perhaps this is interesting information for 
your readers, in 1996, 25 years ago, students of Faculty 
of Electrical Engenering in UP founded their magazine, 
we named it back then “IMPULSI”. Albin Kurti was its 
first chief editor and the main topic in first edition was 
Internet.”

Interview with Ardian Shehu, Business Development 
director, at ASSECO-SEE 

Interviewed by: Majlinda Aliu

The pandemic Covid19 has hit hard all aspects of life, 
the aftermath is a 
weaker economy, 
a n d  g row t h  h a s 
e x p e r i e n c e d  a 
dramatic fall.  On 
the other hand, it is 
considered that the 
I T  s e c t o r  h a s 
flourished, mostly as 
a result of lockdown 
and working from 
home practice. But 
Mr. Ardian Shehu 
that comes from 
this sector argues to 
this, adding that the 
s e c t o r  w o u l d 
probably be in a 
better situation without Covid19. “It is true that it 
suffered less than other sectors. It also might speed 
some of the projects that had to go fast digital. Online 
sale and online transaction rose, some of the 
companies with specific solutions might have had 
better business. Worldwide most of IT companies 
valuation rose – stock value as well as digital currencies 
but it was on my opinion more related to market 
perception. Market evaluated this industry as less 
vulnerable,” he says.

Asked how would he evaluate the digital transformation 
in Kosovo, and what should be done by institutions and 
companies in fostering the digitalization process? Mr. 
Shehu says that “Kosovo is following worldwide trends 
in digital transformation with limitation that Kosovo’s 
economy has, but also with the lack of focus of the 
government. Stakeholders and business owners have to 
prioritize digital transformation projects and that 
might raise the demand. Government and other 
stakeholders (ex. development founds) might develop 
programs to support the industry directly but also the 
economy in general toward digitalization. Some 
examples of how this can be done were noted in the 
Policy document on Digital climate in Kosovo by EIC,” he 
adds. According to him, one of the advantages of 
“digital” is that bounders diminishes and despite the 
unjust fact that Kosovo is unfortunately most isolated 
country in Europe the digitalization process might bring 
business opportunities here as well. In fact it did and we 
can see now lot of IT startups and companies 
specializing in different digital areas, such as platforms 
for digital markets, e-shops, and e-commerce, as well as 
marketing and social media services and consultancy 
providers, and IT security services, says the business 
development director at Asseco SEE. Asseco SEE is 
mostly focused in providing software platforms to 
specific clients, such as financial institutions but also 
government and private companies. Their solutions 
supports different processes in the company but they 
are also provid digital channels as mobile, e-banking, 
digital loan origination, Contact Centre solutions, 
Virtual Branch solution, etc. “We see increase in demand 
but we also face obstacles that as we know from our 
sister companies in the region they don’t have. Even 
though the law on digital signature is drafted for some 
time now it still didn’t pass the approval procedures for 
a ridiculous long time, our parliament is practically not 
functioning for some time. The law is not everything 
and lot of the things can be done with existing legal 

infrastructure, but it would clear the path and make it 
easier for actors in economy in general to guide their 
way to digitalization and also it would help the industry 
in raising demand,” says Shehu. 

Questioned about the performance of this sector and 
how much has it changed since the pandemic started a 
year ago? Ardian Shehu says that Asseco SEE had a 
very good business in Croatia Contact Centre and 
Omnichannel Solution and in Romania with digital 
signature hub solution but that did not reflect in Kosovo 
and Albania. “It might be related to maturity of the 
clients and their business models. One thing that I see 
positive is that it help raise the awareness of necessity 

KIE tregon gatishmëri për të ndihmuar institucionet 
shtetore të Kosovës për të adresuar planin për 
rimëkëmbje 

Si pjesë të misionit të tij, Këshilli i Investitorëve Evropian, 
është duke vazhduar bashkëpunimin me institucionet 
shtetore të Kosovës, me qëllim që të adresoj prioritet e 
sektorit privat edhe interesat e përbashkëta. Kryetari i 
bordit të KIE z. Visar Ramajli dhe drejtori ekzekutiv z. 
Emrush Ukjani, kanë pasur takim me Ministren e 
Financiave z. Hikmete Bajrami, me të cilën kanë 
diskutuar për krizën aktuale të shkaktuar nga Covid 19, 
dhe për pakon për rimëkëmbje ekonomike. Në këtë 
aspekt, KIE ka treguar gatishmërinë e saj për të 
ndihmuar ministrinë dhe institucionet e tjera relevante, 
duke iu ofruar rekomandime për pakon emergjente 
dhe për pakon për rimëkëmbje ekonomike. “Ne si këshill 
jemi të interesuar që të jemi pjesë e cdo forumi dhe 
diskutimi që ka të bëjë me zhvillimin ekonomik të 
vendit,” është thënë nga përfaqësuesit e KIE, në këtë 
takim. 

 rëndësishëm ekonomik në vend. Tutje u diskutua për 
reformat në politikat fiskale si dhe masat urgjente që 
duhet të adresohen në kuader të planit të rimëkëmbjes 
ekonomike. Këshilli i Investitorëve Evropian, që nga 
fillimi i krizës së shkaktuar nga pandemia ka qenë i 
përfshirë në mënyrë aktive dhe bashkëpunuese me 
qeverinë dhe institucionet e tjera në adresim të drejt të 
cështjeve që janë urgjencë për sektorin privat të 
biznesit. KIE shprehen të vendosur të ofrojnë 
kontributin e tyre në hartimin e planeve nacionale dhe 
pakos së re për rimëkëmbje ekonomike, si dhe më krijim 
të lehtësirave për të bërë biznes në Kosovë. Së shpejti 
KIE do t’u dorëzoj institucioneve relevante vendore 
“White Book 2021” që është një document strategjik.

KIE merr pjesë në takimin e Këshillit Kombëtar për 
Ekonomi dhe Investime

KIE merr pjesë në takimin e KE dhe Zyra e BEsë në 
Kosovë, temat: Programi i Reformës Ekonomike dhe 
ekonomia e Kosovës 

Këshilli Kombëtar për Ekonomi dhe Investime, në 
kuadër të zyres së kryeministrit të Kosovës ka mbajtur 
takim virtual me përfaqësues të sektorit të biznesit në 

Kosovë. Në takim morën pjesë perfaqesues nga 
qeveria e Republikes se Kosoves, misionet diplomatike 
të huaja, instiucionet ndërkombëtare financiare në 
Kosovë, si dhe përfaqesuesit e odave ekonomike në 
vend, ku kanë qenë të ftuar edhe përfaqësues të 
Këshillit të Investitorëve Evropian. Temë bosht e këtij 
takimi virtual ka qenë Pakoja e Re për Rimëkëmbje 
Ekonomike 20/21, me këtë rast Odat Ekonomike kanë 
ripërsëritur rekomandimet e dhëna lidhur me sektorë të

Drejtuesit e Këshillit të Investitorëve Evropian, gjatë 
nëntorit kanë zhvilluar takim me U.D. të drejtorit të 
Doganave të Kosovës, z. Bajram Rexha. Gjatë këtij 
takimi, drejtori i bordit z. Visar Ramajli dhe drejtori

16 nëntor, 2020 

KIE kërkon nga Dogana e Kosovës  më shumë lehtësime 
për investitorët evropian në eksport dhe import  

 ekzekutiv z. Emrush Ujkani kanë paraqitur nevojen që 
Doganat e Kosovës të bëjnë më shumë në mbrojtje të 
drejtave të markës tregtare dhe të operatorëve 
distributorë të produkteve të importuara. Në këtë takim 
është vlerësuar puna profesionale e Doganave të 
Kosovës në ofrim të shërbimeve për të gjithë operatorët 
dhe në mbështetje të eksportuesve duke iu lehtësuar 
procedurat për ekport dhe  import. Duke falenderuar 
udhëheqësin e Doganave të Kosovës për bashkëpunim 
në avancimin e pozitës së investitorëve të huaj në 
Kosovë, drejtuesin e KIE gjithashtu kanë kërkuar 
mbështetje për ulje e barrës së sigurimit për prodhuesit 
të cilët i nënshtrohen procedurës së përpunimit të 
brendshëm me destinim eksportin. Gjatë këtij takimi, 
përfaqësuesit e KIE u njoftuan se Kosova ka shënuar 
progres në eksport, dhe përqindja më e madhe e 
prodhimeve te destinuara  për në tregun e Bashkimit 
Evropian, duke garantuar partneritet të qëndrueshëm 
ekonomik. U vlerësua se MSA ka ndihmuar dukshëm në 
rritje të eksportit të produkteve të Kosovës.

?? Nëntor 2020

Këshilli i Investitorëve Evropian i përfaqësuar nga znj. 
Eriola Bibolli, në kapacitetin e drejtoreshës për 
marrëdhënie KIE-BE dhe z. Emrush Ujkani, drejtor 
ekzekutiv i KIE, morën pjesë në një takim virtual të 
organizuar nga Komisioni Evropian dhe zyra e BE-së në 
Kosovë. Qëllimi i takimit ishte që të diskutohet mbi 
gjendjen aktuale ekonomike në Kosovë, dhe njëherësh 
ky takim i paraprinë Programit për Reformë Ekonomik 
që fillon në janar të vitit 2021. Gjatë këtij takimi është 
rikonfirmuar edhe një herë se analiza për këtë vit ka 
ngjashmëri me konkluzionet e dhëna përgjatë viteve të 
kaluara, përkatësisht duke numruar pengesat kryesore 
për ekonominë e Kosovës, sic janë: rritja e aktivitetit 
ekonomik dhe punësimit, përshtatja e shkollimit me 
kërkesat e tregut, kërkimi për energji të ripërtrishme 
dhe kursim të energjisë, dhe hapja e plotë e tregut të 
energjisë, si dhe rritja e aktivitetit formal ekonomik. KIE 
ka rikonfirmuar gatishmërinë për të ofruar kontributin e 
tij si dhe të bëjë vlerësim të drejt të gjendjes ekonomike 
në vend. Të pranishëm në këtë takim ishin edhe 
asociacione të tjera të biznesit në Kosovë. 

Interview with Ardian Shehu, Business Development director, at ASSECO-SEE 

Ardian Shehu, Business Development director, at ASSECO-SEE 
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ASSECO, among 50 other tech firms from the South 
East Europe, last year received the prize “Impact Star” 
from Deloitte. The positive impact on the society, 
business, innovation and environment are the main 
factors evaluated by the awarding body. Mr. Shehu was 
asked what does this award means to his firm and what 
it takes for a company to mark such achievements.

Building the necessary infrastructure and increasing 
cyber security has its cost and requires professional 
human capacities. How much can the security of online 
transactions affect/prolong development of digital 
economy?

Asseco is a member of the EIC, how would you estimate 
the work of the council throughout these difficult 
months?  

He also recommends using advantages that the law on 
sponsorship for sport and cultural activities and 
organizations provides by supporting these activities.

Ardian Shehu: “EIC was very much engaged during this 
time and I would like to use the opportunity and thank 
and also compliment Emrush and the team for their 
work. I got the chance in several occasions during EIC 
activities to exchange options and ideas and also to 
learn from other respectable EIC members on many 
issues. Keep on with the good work.”

“The award is appreciation for the work and 
commitment of each and everyone in our team. I thank 
all our employees for this achievement. We tend to 
promote certain culture in the company and 
fortunately, we are at an industry that with successful 
projects we get to make a social impact. Beyond the 
operation area of a company, we have employees that 
are regular blood donors for Transfusion center and we 
try to help certain cultural and sport activities,” says 
Ardian Shehu, from Asseco-SEE. While asked what 
would he recommend to other firms in particular in 
making social impact, he quotes Adam Smith by saying: 
“By pursuing his own interest (the individual) frequently 
promotes that of the society more effectually than 
when he really intends to promote it. I have never known 
much good done by those who affected to trade for the 
public good.”

of digital solutions and that will probably bring more 
projects and more business for the industry,” he says.

Kosovo is a small and irregular market, and in the global 
competition there are always two sides of the coin. The 
question is: is the size of the market a barrier or and an 
advantage in developing digital economy? Shehu 
estimates that, there are no advantages in being small 
market, nether an irregular one. It is perhaps more 
easier to experiment in small market but it’s probably 
the only advantage. Following the successful example 
of Asseco, a company that operates as a cluster for 
Kosovo and Albania, and implement joint projects with 
North Macedonia, Mr. Shehu strongly advices other 
companies to follow their example.“Expanding the 
market is necessity to scale and digital economy is 
among others economy of scale. If the integration with 
EU will need to take time we can try to integrate this 
two markets in order to offer more scale to industry and 
therefore help it develop. A an example, I had a 
conversation with another member of EIC on how there 
can be established joint payment processing center for 
both countries. Some digital marketplaces are already 
operating in both countries but both governments and 
other stakeholders can take actions and have 
strategies to regulate and ease it. Since I was working 
and living for 10 years in Tirana I have a strong sentiment 
towards this cooperation.”

“My message is invest on digital transformation but 
never stop investing in your team. The successful 
projects are run and executed by strong and dedicated 
team.” Ardian Shehu.

The security is a part of any IT project, it is a “must 
component” and in my opinion, I would not classify it as 
something that prolongs development of digital 
economy. It for sure takes resources but it is part of a 
project as all other components of the projects. For sure 
any solution that allows remote access, business 
transactions online, payments, exchange of sensitive 
information should very much be secure. In Kosovo 
there are companies that are well established in the 
market as Asseco that can support local clients in this 
area with their services and solutions, as example our 
solution on “Strong multi-factor authentication”. There 
are now also new companies specialized in IT security 
that are based in Kosovo but supporting projects 
worldwide as example Sentry-Cybersecurity. They are 
good example how a local company can develop 
competences and go beyond boundaries. 

Interview with Ardian Shehu, Business Development director, at ASSECO-SEE 
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The insurance sector requests from the judiciary to 
change policies on compensatory of damages

New air routes established over Kosovo with NATO 
support

The Executive Director of EIC, Mr. Emrush Ujkani, 
accompanied by members of the insurance sector, 
met the Director of the Judicial Council, Mr. Shkelzen 
Maliqi. The purpose of the meeting was to help in 
improving the legal infrastructure in the insurance 
sector. During this meeting, special attention was paid 
to policies related to damage compensation 
procedures. Similar meeting are expected to happen 
with other instances within the justice system, aiming 
to contribute in regulating procedures compensation 
of damages from insurance companies. The EIC aims 
to organize the next meeting with the head of the 
Supreme Court, Mr. Enver Peci, where representatives 
of insurance companies such as, SIGMA, SIGAL and 
ILLYRIA, will have the chance to address their concerns 
and recommendations in this matter. In the course of 
these meetings, the EIC wi l l  also meet with 
representatives of the draft Civil Code, to discuss in 
more detail the provisions set out in the part of the 
obligation relations that refer to the compensation of 
damage. Through such activities, EIC aims to work on 
creating facilities and a suitable environment for 
foreign investors, contributing to the improvement of 
the legal infrastructure, said Mr. Ujkani. 

Civilian airlines can now use new south-west air routes 
in the lower airspace over Kosovo. Iceland ’s Transport 
Safety Agency (ICETRA) is now acting as a Safety 
Overs ight  Funct ion in  support  to  the KFOR 
Commander, who retains primary authority for the use 
of the airspace over Kosovo. It performs the scrutiny of 
all  the technical solutions that allow for the 
establishment of new direct routes, in the lower 
airspace, between Pristina and other cities. This is an 
important achievement in the normalization of the 
lower airspace over Kosovo, which has been carried out 
with support through NATO’s Balkans Aviation 
Normalization process. It will help to significantly 
improve the civil air traffic routing to and from Pristina 
airport, with multiple benefits including faster travel, 
lower fuel consumption and reduced pollution. 
Through the Icelandic Transport Safety Agency’s 
contribution, technical agreements have also been 
signed between the Albanian Air Navigation Service 
Provider (Albcontrol) and the Air Navigation Service 
Provider in Pristina (ASHNA), for the establishment of 
new direct routes to Pristina through Albania. NATO 
has been supporting the process of normalizing the 
use of the airspace over Kosovo since 1999, by leading 
the Balkans Aviation Normalizations Meetings. In 2014, 
the upper airspace over Kosovo was reopened. This 
was made possible by the contributions provided by 
the Hungarian Air Navigation Service Provider 
(HUNGAROCONTROL),  which undertook the 
responsibility to control flights above 21.000 feet. 

News for activities of EIC
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The Faculty of Philosophy at the University of Prishtina, 
has received a donation of 10 personal computers from 
ProCredit Bank. The dean of the Faculty of Philosophy 
Prof. Dr. Dashamir Bërxulli, thanked ProCredit Bank for 
the donation, emphasizing that this assistance comes 
at a time of increased need for technological 
equipment due to the development of online learning 
during the pandemic. While the representative in this 
meeting from ProCredit Bank Mrs. Albina Metaj-Ajvazi 
pledged a continuing support in the future for the 
Faculty of Phi losophy. The dean Mr. Bërxul l i 
appreciated the long term cooperation with ProCredit 
Bank, showing gratitude for bank’s continuous support 
for the University of Prishtina and its community. 
Participants in this meeting were also, Prof. Assoc. Dr. 
Muhamet Qerimi, Vice Dean for Finance and 
Infrastructure and Prof. Ass. Dr. Selim Bezeraj, Vice 
Dean for Teaching and Student Affairs.

ProCredit Bank donated 10 laptops to the UP

“Factoring” is a transaction product that Raiffeisen 
Bank was the first financial institution to bring it to 
Kosovo market in 2012. This financial product has a 
significant role for businesses and it provides more 
security and opportunities to intensify partnerships. 
Factoring contributes to decrease the level of trade 
receivables and increase the cash flow, which will 
improve customer’s balance sheet standing and the 
funds can be used according to the suppliers needs. As 
no tangible guarantees are needed the product is 
available for companies which are not able to secure a 
loan or are using the collateral for other forms of credits 
– investments, projects, etc. The financing in the 
factoring is based on the quality of the receivables. In 
2019, Raiffesen Bank has launched also Reverse 
Factoring for Corporate and SE customers in which 
process the bank faced challenges, mainly in defining 
the proper IT infrastructure to support this product. 
Another challenging aspect was the fact that 
“Factoring” was a new and unknown product for 
clients. Therefore, Raiffeisen Bank created an Agile 
Center of Excellence that served as an Innovation Hub 
for businesses and the IT sector. Then, the bank 
conducted both marketing campaigns and awareness 
visits to our customers to inform their consumers about 
“factoring” which changed their perception and made 
the product desirable for the market. The bank has 
drafted a strategy that would cluster most-suited 
customers and expand the product range in response 
to business needs.

Introduction and development of Factoring, a unique 
example in Raiffeisen Bank Kosovo

News for activities of EIC

Florentina Demi, Product Manager, at Raiffeisen Bank Kosovo
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Sharrcem, is a company founded in 1936 and in 2010 
the company was acquired by TITAN Group, following 
Kosovo’s privatization process. Sharrcem is the only 
producer and leading supplier of cement in Kosovo. 
One year after the privatization, Sharrcem has 
significantly upgraded its technology and techniques 
for the production of raw materials and cement and 
initiated the application of high standards, integrated 
at all operating levels. The aim of the company is to 
serve customers in the region with high quality 
products and services while creating long term and 
sustainable profitability for their business. “We offer a 

working environment that creates development 
opportunities based on performance, attitude and 
skills. We treat each other with mutual respect and 
trust, sharing information and knowledge, as well as 
the benefits of company success, throughout all 
levels,” says the company in a statement. Sharrcem is 
committed to building a better future together with the 
people of Kosovo therefore the company also strives to 
operate as a responsible corporate c it izen, 
contributing to the development of their business as 
well as the community. Sharrcem has created 
sustainable long-term prof i tabi l i ty  for  their 
shareholders in the context of social responsibility and 
prosperity.

Sharrcem
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